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M
oscow´s annual Jet Expo, 
a calendar fixture for the 
industry in the last decade, 
seemed buoyant enough 
in September last year. 
Vnukovo, claiming to have 
the busiest business jet 

hub in Europe, attracted all the industry´s lead-
ing players, including US aircraft manufacturer 
Gulfstream. But there was already evidence that 
business aviation would suffer specifically from 
sanctions, with close allies of President Putin such 
as Gennady Timchenko having their own Gulf-
stream jet grounded. 

Crimea
The Russian seizure of Crimea almost immediately 
collapsed business aviation activity in Ukraine. 
With usage concentrated amongst a few oligarchs 
and government officials, and typically connecting 
Donetsk, Kiev and Vnukovo, the ensuing conflict 
brought regional business jet usage to a standstill. 

By August, flights out of Ukraine were down 60%. 
But at the time, Russia´s business aviation activity 
didn´t seem too badly affected. Flights into Eu-
rope were down 6% for 2014, but Russia´s wealthy 
flew as much as ever to Luton, Le Bourget and the 
South of France throughout last summer.

an attraCtive market
Russia´s business aviation sector had become 
increasingly important to the wider European 
market in the previous decade. Its 9000 flight 
departures back in 2005 would now rank it 
below Greece in terms of activity. But between 
then and 2014, an average annual growth rate of 
more than 10% had carried Russia to 6th place 
in Europe´s top 20 markets. As an indicator of 
its importance for new business jet sales, Gulf-
stream saw its fleet in the region grow from 8 
aircraft in 2007 to 53 by 2013. In the sharp and 
prolonged decline in European business avia-
tion after 2008, Russia became an increasingly 
attractive market for international OEMs. 

It´s one year on from the shooting down of passenger airline 
MH17 and the subsequent ratcheting up of US and EU sanctions 

against Russia. The tit-for-tat import ban on European goods 
levied by Russia significantly stepped up the dislocation to 

trade and commerce between Russia and the West. Already 
weakened by falling oil prices and reduced export revenues, 

the Russian economy was quickly forecast to enter a recession. 
The prospects for business aviation, closely tied to Russia´s oil 

economy in the past, appeared to be bleak.
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SloWinG doWn
Russia´s still-nascent business aviation market 
slumped in the immediate wake of Europe´s 
financial crash in 2008. But it bounced back 
impressively from 2009, in contrast to the con-
tinuing trough in the European market. By 2012 
Vnukovo was ranked 3rd of Europe´s busiest air-
ports, with private flights increasing more than 
20% year on year. In July 2013, Vnukovo-Nice 
was the busiest city pair in Europe, with around 
6 arrivals and departures daily. On the eve of the 
crisis, in February 2014, business jet flights were 
up 10% in Russia, buoyed by the Winter Olym-
pics in Sochi, which saw more than 400 arrivals 
that month.

By the end of 2014 the Russian market was 
plainly slowing. Flights connecting the CIS and 
Europe had fallen 13% compared to 2013, equat-
ing to over 6000 fewer flights. Dropping down 
to 10th in the European market rankings, Russia 
generated 275 fewer flights each month on average 
during 2014. Charter flights were most affected, 
falling 20% year on year. Notably, flights to top des-
tination France were relatively unaffected overall, 
although there was a marked difference in growth 
of charter and decline in owner flights on this con-
nection. Contrastingly, flights to Switzerland, also 
a popular destination, especially for the ski season, 
declined over 20% during 2014.

This decline has accelerated over the last 6 
months, reflecting the rapid slowdown in the 
Russian economy and the waning purchasing 
power of wealthy Russians, especially with the 

ruble losing half its value against the dollar. At the mid-year point of 
2015, flight activity captured by Eurocontrol was down by 23%. That´s 
equivalent to around 400 fewer flights each month this year. Combined 
with Ukraine´s downward trend, the Russia effect has tipped European-
wide activity into a 1% retreat this year. Excluding the CIS, European 
business aviation flights are actually slightly up this year.

deClininG aCtivity at ruSSia’S main airportS
The sharp end of the decline in activity is being seen at Vnukovo, with 
flights heading west down by 16%, Most of this decline, equating to 
about 170 fewer flights each month this year, is coming in Charter 
activity, 60% of all flights from Vnukovo and down over 20% year 
on year. That Private flights are only 6% down suggests that business 
jet owners are sufficiently wealthy to weather the recession´s impact 
on their spending power, and, in the cases where it might otherwise 
apply, sufficiently well advised to bypass specific western sanctions 
on their flights into Europe. 

Pulkovo is also down this year, although up 30% in June, which 
reflects some year on year bounce back in VIP tourists coming to 
St Petersburg. In contrast, despite government efforts to maintain 
its allure, arrivals at Sochi are down 80% this year. The tradition-
ally strong city pairs with the European area are also much weaker 
this year. In particular, flights from Vnukovo into Nice and satellite 
airports in the south of France are down more than 20%. This must 
have been painful for the local high-end tourist trade; Moscow, for 
example, normally provides more than 10% of the inbound private 
jet customers for the Monaco Grand Prix.

Almost all of Russia´s primary city pairs are declining this year, par-
ticularly connections with Farnborough, Rome and Istanbul as well 
as Nice. Notably flights to Luton have increased, and there is strong 
growth year to date in flights connecting Vnukovo and Vienna. This 
latter activity may relate to the large number of jets owned by Russian 
individuals and registered on an Austrian certificate. In fact relatively 

Evolution in business jet flights from Russia
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Business aviation activity trends at Russia´s main airports

Business aviation activity trends in top European markets in 2015
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few of the business jets operating in Russia are 
on a local register. For example, of the jets active 
at Vnukovo this year, less than 10% are Russia 
registered, and over a quarter have off-shore reg-
isters, mainly Isle of Man.

GeopolitiCal tenSionS
The growing geopolitical tensions with the 
West over the last 18 months have seen a clear 
pivot by Putin´s regime towards new allies and 
partners in other regions of the world. It will be 
interesting to see how this is reflected in chang-
ing patterns of regional business jet connec-
tions. So far, flights within the CIS and with the 
Middle East have declined almost as much as 
with Europe. Flights to and from Africa are up, 
reflecting renewed collaboration with Egypt in 
particular. Flights to the Asia-Pacific region are 
also up, although this is a relatively infrequent 
connection compared to the traffic levels to and 
from Europe.

larGe CaBin market
Since its adoption of business aviation, Russia 
has been a large cabin market, primarily due 
to the range required of point-to-point con-
nections, also because business jets were and 
still are seen as prestigious luxury assets to be 
shown off. Some 75% of the aircraft flying to 
and from Russia are super midsize and heavier, 
the inverse of the large aircraft share in the rest 
of Europe. Only 1% of activity in Russia is tur-
boprop and piston, compared to almost 50% in 
France or Germany. It´s in the heavy jet mar-
ket, aircraft more than 15 tons, that Russia´s 
activity has seen most activity decline this year.

The light jet categories representing around 
15% of activity in Russia so far this year have 
seen sharp declines of 30-40%. One such ex-
ample, the Citation Excel, Europe´s most 
frequently operated business jet, has seen its 
activity from Russia reduced by over 25%. 

The midsize segment has also slumped by a 
third. Particularly affected here is the Lear 60, 
activity down by 45% in the first half of 2015. 
The one segment which continues to grow in 
Europe, ULR jets, are only slightly declining 
this year. Within this segment there are a few 
aircraft types flying more this year, notably the 
Falcon 7X. 

StuCk on the tarmaC
At the aggregate level, the declines in flight 
activity are most representative of Bombar-

dier-manufactured aircraft. These jets have been very popular with 
Russian owners, with more than 10% of Europe-wide Bombardier 
flight activity coming out Russia in 2014. The Challenger 300 and 
Global Express flight profiles still look fairly resilient, but the widely 
sold Challenger 850 and Challenger 600 fleets are increasingly stuck 
on the tarmac. The growing capacity glut in the heavy jet market in 
Russia is one reason Bombardier has found it increasingly difficult 
to meet its global sales targets. 

Still a promiSinG future?
Looking forward, there may be some short-term improvement in 
Russia´s business aviation market, in line with the expected if slight 
resumption of GDP growth in 2016. Also, although sanctions have 
been extended by the EU and rhetoric stepped up, particularly between 
Russia and the US, there has been some relaxation in relations with 
several European countries. This may be reflected in some bottoming 
out of the declines in total flights from Russia to Europe, ´only´ 15% 
down in June. At some point trading interests will find loopholes in the 
sanctions, and corporate fleets will pick up activity. The 12% growth in 
flights from Germany to Russia this June may be a case in point.

However, it is difficult to be very optimistic about the mid-term 
prospects for the Russian market. Its business jet buyers have had 
their purchasing power fundamentally undermined by currency 
depreciation and falling oil revenues. 
Diplomatic moves to challenge the west 
with Asian alliances may get traction but 
cannot replicate the volume of business 
jet connections to Europe. The most ex-
clusive European tourist spots should 
still get a summer fillip from oligarchs 
untroubled by travel bans. But with a 
2% and diminishing share of European 
flight activity, Russia has retreated from 
its significant role in the overall market 
for some time to come.

In time the geopolitical shocks of the 
last 18 months could dissipate, espe-
cially if European solidarity dilutes and 
sanctions are lifted. The longer term 
prospects for Russia´s business aviation 
sector are anyway still promising, with 
wealth creation, trading interests and 
the inadequacies of alternative trans-
portation the key growth drivers. But for 
this potential to be realized, it is not just 
diplomatic bridges which need rebuild-
ing. Even before the recent geopolitical 
shocks, growth in Russia´s business 
aviation market was reaching its lim-
its due to fundamental inadequacies in 
infrastructure and regulation. Whether 
the authorities can fix these problems 
any better in a swiftly declining market 
is another question. n
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